IS THE KEY FOR LIFE

SOLTEQ AGRICULTURE
SolteQ‘s Water-Well-Packages
... for a better life.
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What we need is
a) Sun
b) Water
Both is there in Africa !

Water is available everywhere !

SolteQ Health Care
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SolteQ‘s vision:
Our Familiy charity organization Ein-Euro-Spende e.V.
www.eineurospende.eu and www.planetinvest.eu
collects money from the family owned companies in the SolteQ-Group and tries to collect by the philosophy „1-Euro-per-person“
from the people.
SolteQ companies do spend 1-2% of the turnover of each product into the account of the organisation.
All participants work on a voluntary basis and without pay. SolteQ provides all office space, including all ancillary costs, for
charity purposes free of charge.
So every single euro reaches its goal, namely the actual investment purpose. 100%.
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SolteQ‘s plan:
Target: To supply Water all over the Country
Water & Electricity for
- Drinking Water
		- Agriculture
		
- Chicken Farms
		- Bread

Water for Africa !
Agriculture
Trinking Water for low cost
Enough Vegetables & Fruit for all!
Low Cost meat from autarkic Chicken Farms
Milk from Cowhouses
Bread in all variations in german style
Create Job‘s for all - Work for all
No conflicts for Water reasons
No pandemics anymore
ECONOMY !
China was in the past - AFRICA is the new Country
for Manufacturings and Production !
Safe our Wildlife - No more need for poaching
Complete supply for agriculture and farms
Africa is predestinated for growing plants
... if there is Water. SolteQ brings Life Quality.

SOLTEQ AGRICULTURE
Rice is the main food in most of the
countries in the world. Rice needs
only sun and water.
Rice should be also the main food in
Africa to cover the demand.
SolteQ‘s Water & Rice Project can be
realized very soon, easy and quick.

Potatos Tomatos Carrots Cucumbers Rice
and many, many more are available now.

All we need is Sun + Water + Ground
Let‘s make Africa green.

THE BIG 4

Grain, Rice, Potatos & Corn will rescue the world

Getreide, Kartoffeln und Mais gehören weltweit zu den wichtigsten Nahrungsmitteln und nehmen in verschiedenen Regionen eine herausragende Stellung für die Ernährung von Mensch und Tier ein.

Why parboiled Rice ?
By cooking the rice under pressure the vitamines moves from the skin into the rice core by the
pressure.
But currently there is no pressure…

Simple water tanks situated on stones and fired by wood.
Forests are cut down for wood production.
FORESTS, not only „trees“
But in Africa there are not so many forests...

A cooking field with 30 cookers needs 1 ton wood day by day to produce 3.000 kg rice.
Only ONE cooker cooks 18-20 hours for only one cycle.
By cooking under a pressure of 0,5..1 bar the cycle period of a cooking process for 100kg of rice will be reduced to 25
minutes. Including handling the cycle will be 30 minutes. This way a cooker can produce in 10 hours of a day about 2.000
kg of rice, which is 20x higher than before.
Only 2 SOLTEQ-Cookers can produce more than 30 cookers with wood... and safe forests and environment.

The current procedure to cook rice

SOLTEQ‘s SOLUTION:
The Key is only Sun & Water
Africa can supply entire Africa and the World !
In Africa is all what is required for a perfect agruculture.
Water and Sun. Too much Sun.
But we can use the „too much Sun“ in best way by:
1. Create shadings with Solar-Canopy‘s
2. The Canopy‘s are out of Solar panels and produce electric energy
3. The electric energy will be used for
a) electric waterpumps to get water from ground
					
b) electric cookers and boilers
That‘s it !
All driven only by sun.

Parboiled Rice
Complete production chain only by
Sun and Solar technologies

NO MORE WOOD ANYMORE!

SOLTEQ‘s SOLUTION:

1. Solar frames
for

a) Electricity
b) Shading

The Sun in the Region of Africa is too hot for agriculture of
most of the plants. With Shading and by indirect sunlight
the conditions will be perfect.
Shading by Solar frames bings another big advantage:
Electric Power. This Power can be used as follows.

2. Solar Cooker
Cooking under pressure up to 1 bar.
90% of the vitamines of a rice grain is in the peel.
By cooking under pressure the vitamines will be
pressed from the peel into the core.
Cooking by pressure shorten the cooking time to
only 45 minutes.

3. Solar Dryer
Very simple:
A big black hose
a ventilator
that‘s all.

Food enough for all !
No hunger in the world anymore with
SOLTEQ‘s Solutions !

The hunger in the world are eliminated with a very quick and
easy step.
Only by Sun energy.
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Water creates jobs

We can realize it
together !
Let‘s do it !

Several possibilities for the Solar System

a) Cheap solar panels

b) Solar Roof for a house or office building

Present

Our vision
Possible within 5-10 Years

FRESHWATER
How to do ?
Very simple:
- SolteQ makes the borholes with own drill machines
- SolteQ buys the equipment, such as pump, solar etc.
- The people has only to pay a very little value for the water,
which covers the operational costs of the pump.
- A very little profit is required to realize more projects
- SolteQ makes no profit of none of the projects

Borholes
We come - drill - and pump up

Groundwater pumping
Groundwater up to depth of 400m can be pumped by Solar or the FWM.
It can be used directly for agriculture or can be cleaned by Reverse-Osmosis-System and provide it as 100% clean water to
drink. Without any external energy supply and cost.

Saltwater desalination
The FreshWaterMill-SWD will be placed at the coast and can produce only with the energy of the wind clear drinking water.
Without any energy supply.
It can be also done with high quality solar systems, wich will be given from SolteQ for free of charge.
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by
a) Solar

A) WATER

By pumping water from the ground by
a) Solar
or

or

b) Windenergy

b) Windenergy

+
B) ELECTRICITY

by
a) Solar
or
b) Windenergy

SolteQ‘s Water-Well-Packages
SolteQ Health Care
SolteQ donates to the EinEuroSpenden-Charity-Organization (EES) and will for the first
time in early 2021 place a first water point for the local supply of drinking water and for agricultural irrigation. The goal is to build free and self running water points for people and wildlife from donation projects throughout Africa.
Water will be selled for a very low cost price, which covers only the local maintenance costs.
The SolteQ group of companies donates 1-2% of the turnover of every product sold to the EES, with which these and other projects are
financed. 100% of the donations flow into the projects and materials. All EES employees work purely on a voluntary basis without wages
or salaries. Running costs, including offices, are provided by the SolteQ Group free of charge.
Package 1-Basic Waterpump-Set:
- free of cost up to max. 200 Euro Based on an existing hole with a diameter of at
least 110 mm
Power: 750 watts
max.head (Hmax.) 103m
max.flow rate (Qmax.) 2,000l / h
max.pressure: 10.3bar
Diameter: 74mm
Voltage: 230V / 50Hz

Package 2-Extended Waterpump-Set::
- cost sharing 500 Euro Based on an existing hole with a diameter of at
least 110 mm
Power: 1100 watts
max.delivery head (Hmax.) 190m
max.flow rate (Qmax.) 2.700L / h
max.pressure: 19 bar
Diameter: 98.5mm
Min. Well diameter: 110mm
Voltage: 230V / 50Hz

Borholes
If no borhole is available, we can
try to organize a borhole through
local drilling companies.
SolteQ plans to purchase its own
well drilling machine in the future,
with which the borholes can be
carried out free of charge.

Agriculture-Packages: -customized- cost sharing on request -

If you have a need, apply for a Solteq solar water station to
info@SOLTEQ.eu

Ivory belongs to
the Elephants!
To steal an
elephant‘s tusks
is

THEFT !

Elfenbein gehört
den Elefanten !
Einem Elefanten
die Stoßzähne
weg zu nehmen
ist

DIEBSTAHL !

Why do our governments allow this to happen if it‘s not about „people“?
We ALL belong TOGETHER
We, the animals of our planet, are ONE FAMILY - NO ENEMIES !
Warum lassen unsere Regierungen so etwas zu, wenn es nicht um „Menschen“ geht ?
Wir gehören ALLE ZUSAMMEN
Wir und die Tiere unseres Planeten sind EINE FAMILIE - KEINE FEINDE !
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Autarkic Chickenfarms with own Energy and Water supply
with no energy costs
Electricity + Water for the farm
Energy for Lightning
Energy for Machines
Energy for homes around the farm
etc…..
All supplied by the Technologies from SolteQ.

The Solution for
Total Energy + Water supply

SolteQ Health Care

Current projects
There is massive water shortage in Africa. Because there is
a lack of water, agriculture cannot be pursued. Because agriculture cannot be practiced, people are starving and increasingly attacking wild animals. Wild animals are decimated,
sick animals are also eaten. Sick animals are easier to kill.
Pandemics arise. All of the pandemics in history have been
triggered by the fact that humans cannot keep their hands off
wild animals. There is also the fact that there are more and
more people, there is a lack of food, there is a lack of money, ivory and rhinoceros horns are sold to the Far East for a
lot of money, animals are dying out, but hunger still remains.
SolteQ wants to save the world:
a) With our Freshwatermills, but also with solar, we can provide
water. At any point in Africa.
b) With our solar roofs, we ensure an uninterrupted energy supply throughout the country.
1. Energy
SolteQ supplies 28 solar modules with an installation capacity
of 7.5kWp. These will be installed on the workshop building in
Namibia.

2. Clear Drinking Water

A well pump is supplied that pumps water up from a well 30m deep.
The water is sold, the income is reinvested in further projects
3. Rice
A 250 liter rice cooker is being purchased, which makes it possible to cook the rice with solar energy instead of wood, which
is practically non-existent in Africa and which would become a
problem as demand increases.
4. A rice drying line is purchased which quickly dries the rice
(parboiled rice), so that rice can be kept for a very long time. The
rice is sold and the proceeds flow into future projects.
5. Jobs & Social
The project should also create jobs and perspectives for young
people.
6. Water for africa
If the project is successful, a well drilling machine will be
purchased so that well bores can be drilled very cheaply throughout the country. A water supply across the country can be made
possible with the simplest means. The aim is to set up the water
stations, including the EES, free of charge and to provide a water
supply and source of income for the SolteQ water station operator.
The easiest way to do this is simply a) a 20-30m deep well bore,
b) a small 2kWp solar system and c) a 1-2kW electric well pump.
Further information:
www.eineurospende.eu/SolteQ_Energy-Project_WATER_
FOR_AFRICA.pdf

STOP POACHING !
Support TOURISM !
Support AGRICULTURE !
Tourism and Agriculture creates jobs !
Which brings more income for the community, instead of for one person (!)
We have to protect our wildlife !
Animals are not enemies, they are fellow creatures !
Don‘t kill our animals - protect them !
Wild animals eating brings pandemics !
Nobody needs to kill animals to give ivory or other things to the chinese, which do not have any
respect to our wildlife and even our lifes.
We create jobs for everybody to grow agriculture and sell to the entire world. Africa has the
best Sun, growing conditions are the best worldwide. The vegetables are able to grow better,
bigger and more healty, than elsewhere on the planet.
We need to bring poachers on the other side: Show them, protecting brings more, than killing !

Protect our wildlife !
It‘s also „our“ wildlife !

IS THE KEY FOR LIFE

Water creates food

STOP

more Population !

Life Quality - not Quantity !
7 Billion People are enough for our Planet !

STOP

Pandemics !

All pandemics are no accident.
All pandemics were caused by human hands because humans cannot keep their
hands off bushmeat. There are more and more people, have no money for food,
go into the bush and kill and murder and sometimes also eat sick animals. Aids,
Ebola, SARS, and now Corona came about.

Economic Growth and Improved Quality of Life for Africa !
AFRICA is the future for
Manufacturing and Production for Europe and the World !
China was the past -

Africa is able to become a modern economically advanced Continent . The availability of uninterrupted Water and Energy supplies
are key elements in facilitating this change. The introduction of modern Agricultural techniques and policies resulting in a plentiful
supply of food will open up life changing possibilities and improve the quality of life for the people of the Continent. A structured food
infrastructure also comes with the added benefit of people no longer having to embark on illegal activities in order to survive, poaching for example. Africa has the potential to become the Manufacturing Capital of the World.
SolteQ will help to realize this plan.
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is a division of the charity organisation Ein-Euro-Spende e.V.
and SolteQ Group
Willesch 6 - D-49779 Oberlangen, GERMANY
+49 (0) 5933 92480, info@solteq.eu

SolteQ Energy GmbH
Willesch 6 - D-49779 Oberlangen
GERMANY
+49 (0) 5933 92480
info@solteq.eu
SolteQ Africa Ltd.
Cape Town
SOUTH AFRICA
+44 788 4311 946
info@solteq.co.za
SolteQ Nigeria Ltd. (i.p.)
Sabon Yelwa, Kaduna-North
Kaduna State - NIGERIA
Tel: + 234 8084424356
nigeria@solteq.eu

www.EinEuroSpende.eu
Non-Profit-Organisation (NPO/NGO)

